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Question: A customer's 2011 Seat Leon is in

for service and the owner has reported a

metallic noise from the front wheels whilst

driving or manoeuvring. We have heard the

metallic noise and have checked the front

brake pads and discs, which are in good

condition. Have other Leon owners reported

this metallic noise?

Answer: Yes, this fault has been reported

to us by Leon and Altea owners with 2011

model year vehicles. The metallic noise is due

to movement between the front wheel bearing

housing and the front hub carrier. Remove the

front wheel bearing housing from the hub

carrier. Do not remove the wheel hub from the

front wheel bearing. Apply a light coating of

Optimolpaste, available from Seat parts

department, to the mating surfaces of the

front wheel bearing housing and hub carrier

Fig.1.1. Refit the front wheel bearing housing

to the hub carrier. Repeat the procedure for

the opposite side. Road test vehicle to ensure

the noise has

been rectified. 

Seat Leon - Metallic noise from front wheels 

An Irish ŠKODA employee has taken first-

place in his category at the International

ŠKODA Challenge Competition, for the second

year in a row. Cavan native, Darragh Smith, won

the Parts Manager Category for the second time,

at the International Finals of the ŠKODA

Challenge.

Darragh began his career in Brady’s

ŠKODA, Cavan, 6 years ago, where he trained as

an apprentice technician, before moving to the

Parts Department, in September 2016.

The competition, which saw over 190

ŠKODA employees from 32 countries compete in

the initiative, is designed to ensure that ŠKODA

employees, across the world, maintain best-in-

class standards, for their ever-growing customer

base. This year's theme was “All Skills Under

One Roof” reflecting the greater integration of

functions within the automotive industry.

A total of seven ŠKODA employees

from across the country competed in

the ninth international finals of the

ŠKODA Challenge, which took place in

Croatia. The ŠKODA Challenge has

become a prestigious benchmark for

measuring the qualities of the best

employees in the global ŠKODA

network and includes several different

categories, including Sales Executive,

Sales Manager, Service Advisor, Service

Technician, Diagnostic Technician, and

Parts Manager.

Commenting on the results of the

International ŠKODA Challenge, Keith

Colton, Aftersales Marketing Manager at

ŠKODA Ireland, said, “I would like to

congratulate Darragh on his continued success

in the Parts Manager category at the ŠKODA

Challenge. Darragh has been a great team

member.  We’re delighted that his hard work

and dedication has been rewarded and

recognised internationally. It’s a great reflection

of the talent that we have working in our

network.”

He added, “We are very proud to have an

extremely motivated and talented team

representing ŠKODA Ireland. Their overall

performance at the International ŠKODA

Challenge was exemplary.  2019 has been

ŠKODA’s most successful year so in Ireland to

date with a market share of 8.0% .  These

awards demonstrate the industry-leading service

that we offer to our customers in Ireland.”

Success for ŠKODA Ireland at challenge 
competition

MEYLE has produced a new video

that shows the necessary steps to

change the oil in automatic transmissions.

The tutorial video of an oil change using

the Mercedes Benz 7-G Tronic Plus

automatic transmission as an example, is

now available on the YouTube channel

MEYLE‑TV.

MEYLE says with it MEYLE-ORIGNAL

oil change kits for automatic

transmissions, workshops can offer their

customers a high-quality maintenance

service. MEYLE is continuously expanding

its portfolio of repair-friendly complete kits

for this purpose, with more than 60 sets

currently available. These oil change kits

cover more than 6,000 vehicle applications

of all common transmission manufacturers

and contain all components required for

oil changes including filters, seals, screws,

drain or inlet screws, magnets and,

depending on the application, the

appropriate volume of ATF. It is

recommended that a transmission oil

change should be carried out every 60,000

to 80,000 kilometres, depending on

driving behaviour and model.

MEYLE says the new MEYLE-

ORIGINAL oil change kit (MEYLE number

014 135 0402) is currently the only one on

the market that contains this special filter

and guarantees the user maximum

functional reliability.

More information can be accessed via

the product's microsite with catalogue

function at  www.meyle.com/en/meyle-

kits. The video can be viewed by clicking

below.

MEYLE, MEYLE-ORIGINAL and MEYLE

HD parts are available from stockist

nationwide and are distributed in Ireland

by Strongline Autoparts Limited.

For more information call
Strongline on 01-462-4631.

MEYLE provides
automatic
transmission oil
change guide    

Darragh Smith (2nd from Left), Bradys Cavan, receiving his
award for 1st place in the Parts Manager category at the
International Final of the ŠKODA Challenge




